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Syllabus
The previous modules have discussed how the concept of public nuisance has been a subject of confusion
generally. The proof needed to hold someone liable for ? to say that he ?caused? ? such a nuisance is no
exception to this rule. This module attempts to clarify the causation principles that apply to public nuisance
claims.
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Text
1. Traditional Tort Principles
Tort law has historically required that, to prevail, a plaintiff must show that the defendant?s acts caused the
plaintiff?s injuries.1 Traditionally, the plaintiff?s causation burden contains two elements: (1) cause-in-fact
and (2) legal, also called proximate, cause.2
Cause-in-fact is a just that: the defendant must have done (or failed to do) something that resulted in the
alleged harm. The traditional measure for cause-in-fact is the ?but-for? test: when the harm would not have
occurred absent the defendant?s conduct.3

Legal, or proximate, cause is a subset of causes-in-fact. As some commentators have noted, if every
cause-in-fact resulted in liability, ?the scope of liability would be vast indeed, for ?the cause of causes [are]
infinite?- ?the fatal trespass done by Eve was cause of all our woe.??4 The law, therefore, cuts off liability,
for example, when actions or omissions, while constituting ?but for? causes-in-fact, are too remote or
unforeseeable to hold the actor legally responsible.5
To illustrate, examining the cause-in-fact requirement, if a plaintiff is hurt in a car accident because the
driver of the other car was negligent, in order to prevail, the plaintiff must show that the defendant was in
fact the driver and not a stranger to the accident.6 The typical burden of proof in showing that the
defendant was a cause-in-fact is preponderance of the evidence; hence if the fact finder can only
speculate whether the defendant was really the culprit, the claim fails.7
As for legal, or proximate, cause, perhaps the most famous example of a case with a ?but for? actor
nevertheless found not liable is Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad Co.8 A passenger was running to catch
the defendant?s train; in trying to help the passenger on board, a train worker dislodged a package from
the passenger?s arms; the package contained fireworks, falling on the rails and exploding, which, in turn,
caused some scales, many feet from the platform, to fall over on the plaintiff. But for the worker?s conduct,
the accident would not have occurred. Nevertheless, Justice Cardozo, writing for the majority, held there
could be no liability.9
As Palsgraf reflects, often the factor cutting off liability is the lack of foreseeability that the defendant?s act
would ultimately result in the plaintiff?s harm.10 One subset of this type of attenuation in a ?but for? chain
of events that cuts off liability are intervening or superseding causes.11 Whether an intervening cause cuts
off the original actor?s liability can be determined by ?asking whether the intervention of the later cause is
a significant part of the risk involved in the defendant?s conduct, or is so reasonably connected with it that
the responsibility should not be terminated.?12

2. Alternate Liability Theories
In some circumstances, a plaintiff does not know who harmed him and can only provide conjecture or
speculation. Over time, courts have assessed various efforts to create exceptions to the cause-in-fact
requirement of showing that the named defendant was more likely than not the cause that plaintiff?s harm.
Often these alternate liability theories have been asserted in the context of a harm-causing product, and
the defendant manufacturer?s membership in an industry. A plaintiff that cannot identify the manufacturer
of the specific product that caused his harm may invoke an alternate liability theory, arguing that he should
be relieved of his traditional burden of proving cause-in-fact, and asking either that the burden of proof be
shifted to the defendant to show that it was not the source of the harm, or that liability be apportioned
among multiple defendants, each of whom might be the cause of the particular harm to him.13
The majority of courts have rejected most of these theories.14

3. Application of Traditional and Alternate Liability Theories in the Public Nuisance Context
The issue explored here is whether these traditional causation requirements, or any alternate liability
theories, apply when the cause of action asserted is public nuisance ? is there anything about the public
nuisance cause of action that should cause a court to deviate from its usual tort causation rules?

In analyzing this question, it is helpful to divide public nuisance claims into three categories: (1) discharge
cases; and (2) product cases; and (3) ?cumulative? claims.
As outlined below, generally courts have ruled that traditional causation rules apply to public nuisance
claims.15 This is particularly true when the claim is based on the manufacture and sale of a product.16

Discharge Cases ? Indivisibility and Substantiality

A typical public nuisance case can involve a discharge of a pollutant into a public resource, such as the air,
or a river.
In such cases, courts generally still require the plaintiff to meet the traditional cause-in-fact burden of proof,
i.e., that the defendant in fact discharged the offending material into the resource, which then caused the
harm.17
Two factors, however, can cause special scrutiny in such discharge cases. First, sometimes they can
present difficulties of proof, with harm caused by multiple actors.18 Second, the injuries caused by mingled
discharges can be grave and widespread.
One response to these circumstances has been legislative. Through environmental statutes such as the
Superfund laws, Congress, balancing various economic and fairness considerations, has diluted some
causation requirements and shifted burdens of proof for specified activities and harms.19
Under the common law, discharge cases are sometimes analyzed applying principles of indivisibility and
substantiality. Looking first at indivisibility, in most circumstances, harms remain distinct. The Second
Restatement of Torts, for example, uses the example of two defendants independently shooting a plaintiff
at the same time, with one defendant wounding him the arm and the other in the leg. ?The mere
coincidence in time does not make the two wounds a single harm, or the conduct of the two defendants
one tort.?20 While in nuisance discharge cases, discharges might commingle, the general rule remains to
apportion when possible.21
When an injury is truly indivisible, various principles apply to determine for how much, if any, each
defendant is responsible. The Second Restatement of Torts provides that ?[e]ach of two or more persons
whose tortious conduct is a legal cause of a single and indivisible harm to the injured party is subject to
liability to the injured party for the entire harm.?22 Hence, once a defendant?s conduct arises to the level of
legal or proximate cause, that defendant can be held responsible for the whole of an indivisible injury.
To rise to the level of legal or proximate harm triggering any liability, however, the concept of substantiality
comes into play. The Second Restatement of Torts provides that negligent conduct does not constitute
legal cause unless that conduct is ?a substantial factor? in bringing about the harm.23 In the nuisance
context, this substantiality factor translates so that one can be liable for causing a nuisance if one
?participates to a substantial extent? in carrying it on.24 Such substantiality is lacking, for example, when
someone tosses a match into a forest fire,25 or is only a patron to a noisy dancehall or a workman
employed with others to dig a cesspool.26
It is critical to distinguish this substantiality test limiting legal or proximate cause from alternate liability
theories. In the substantiality situation, multiple defendants each acted tortiously and each contributed to
the plaintiff?s harm; the question presented is whether an individual defendant?s conduct causing the
harm contributed to such a degree that that particular defendant should be held liable. In contrast, the

alternate liability situation arises in an all-or-nothing context: the plaintiff was harmed by either X or Y
defendant, but cannot identify which. As noted, supra, § 2, in such situations, the majority of jurisdictions in
most situations conclude that, absent proof that a particular defendant did in fact cause that plaintiff?s
harm, liability does not attach.27

Product Cases

When a claim is based on harm from use of a product, the threshold inquiry is whether the claim properly
sounds in nuisance at all.28 Moving beyond that fundamental inquiry to focus on causation issues, when a
plaintiff asserts a public nuisance claim involving use of a product, a defendant identification issue can
arise with traits similar to those presented in other tort causes of action, such as negligence, in which
alternate liability theories have been asserted. Whether a claim sounds in nuisance or any other tort, the
plaintiff alleges harm from a product, but cannot identify the specific manufacturer of the particular product
that caused his harm.
Unsurprisingly and logically, courts that have rejected alternate liability theories to excuse the lack of
product identification in other causes of action have generally rejected such theories in the public nuisance
context as well.29
For example, in Illinois, where the Supreme Court has rejected alternate liability theories in other contexts,
the Court of Appeals rejected a public nuisance claim against lead pigment manufacturers:
Here, however, plaintiff has not identified any specific manufacturer's product at any
specific location. Plaintiff is attempting to do what the Smith[30] decision forbids: making
each manufacturer the insurer for all harm attributable to the entire universe of all lead
pigments produced over a century by many. City of Chicago v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 355
Ill.App.3d 209, 220, 823 N.E.2d 126, 136-37 (2005).
The Missouri Supreme Court ruled similarly in dismissing a public nuisance claim against manufacturers:
?The defendants correctly contend that here, as in [the Missouri Supreme Court decision rejecting the
market share alternate liability theory], where a plaintiff claims injury from a product, actual causation can
be established only by identifying the defendant who made or sold that product.? City of St. Louis v.
Benjamin Moore & Co., 226 S.W.3d 110, 114 (Mo. 2007).

?Cumulative? Claims

Where the claim is a public, not private, nuisance, the plaintiff is often a governmental entity ? a city or
state ? seeking redress with respect to harm affecting many different residents, or a public resource used
by many. Under such circumstances, the plaintiff has occasionally sought to relieve itself of the burden of
linking a particular defendant manufacturer to a particular resident?s harm, or harm at a particular site, by
analogizing the accumulation of many harms to many people at many sites to multiple discharges into a
stream, for which all contributors should be held liable without the need to identify and prove the presence
of any of the defendant manufacturer?s product at any location.31
To date, when reaching the highest court in jurisdictions where this argument has been made, such public
nuisance claims have been rejected. When decisions have focused on the causation element, as the
citations to the Illinois and Missouri decisions, supra, indicate, most courts have found that traditional

product identification principles still apply.
In City of St. Louis, for example, the plaintiff City argued that Section 834 of the Second Restatement of
Tort?s references to substantiality meant that the plaintiff in a public nuisance claim need only show that
an individual defendant contributed a substantial amount of its product (lead paint and pigment) to the total
amount of lead paint and pigment throughout all the homes within the city, and that it did not have identify
any specific defendant?s paint or pigment as actually present in any individual home.32
The Missouri Supreme Court rejected this argument, explaining that Section 834?s reference to
substantiality as a requirement for legal or proximate cause did not relieve a public nuisance plaintiff from
first showing cause-in-fact, which, in the absence of acceptance of alternate liability theories, requires the
plaintiff to identify the defendant?s product as actually present and causing the harm.33
Other characteristics of these ?cumulative? public nuisance claims, based on manufacture and sale of a
product, tend to undermine analogies to the more typical nuisance discharge cases.
First, as noted supra, even in nuisance cases involving discharges into streams, injuries and their causes
are often deemed divisible. When, as in the Missouri case, the locations at which the nuisance is alleged to
exist do not consist of the air, or one river, but rather, thousands of individual dwelling units, divisibility
becomes more apparent as a physical reality. Even with respect to Superfund legislation, with relaxed
views of causation and often involving contamination of common aquifers, liability is limited to individual
facilities or contiguous pieces of property where waste has leached; the statute does not recognize
cumulative claims aggregating sites within municipalities or the State as a whole in which the statutory
burden of proof would then be altered as to each facility or site.34
Second, when probed, the issue in ?cumulative? public nuisance cases is typically not the divisibility of an
injury or injuries, but rather, the inability of the plaintiff to identify a particular manufacturer as the source of
the harm at any specific location.35 The inability of a governmental plaintiff to identify the source of a
product at any specific location, however, implicates the same considerations as apply in non-nuisance tort
cases, explaining why courts rejecting alternate liability theories for non-nuisance claims do the same in
the public nuisance context.36
Third, whether or not the specific manufacturer of the product present at each location could be identified,
perceived inefficiencies of separate suits for each of many aggregated locations may also motivate the
governmental plaintiff to allege a cumulative claim.37 But invocation of efficiency as a basis to dilute
traditional causation requirements might more appropriately be addressed to legislatures, not courts, as
occurred with discharge cases and the congressional Superfund response.38 While legislatures are more
equipped as a general rule to address widespread public harms through statute, courts, given their
traditional adjudicatory function meting out individual justice, have crafted rules for aggregating cases
which are ill suited to adjust causation principles for efficiency reasons. To the contrary, the ordinary
judicial response when the need to address individual proof issues would make aggregation cumbersome
is not to abandon those proof requirements, but rather to reject aggregation.39
Courts may also be reluctant to accept a theory diluting individual proof requirements for aggregated
claims for constitutional reasons. For example, the use of a fictional, composite plaintiff to represent many
actual plaintiffs has been rejected, based on due process concerns.40
In sum, while a public nuisance claim often involves multiple affected persons or properties, the same
causation rules and burdens of proof should apply as when only one person is harmed, or one location is
at issue. Aggregation does not alter the causal analysis in the judicial setting. Hence, a threshold inquiry in

reviewing a public nuisance claim is determining whether the asserted harm is truly indivisible. If so, this
may trigger a true substantiality analysis to limit liable defendants to those contributing significantly to the
one harm. If not, if instead of an indivisible injury, the claim seeks to aggregate distinct harms, such claims
should trigger a procedural determination whether joinder is appropriate, followed by a substantive need
for the plaintiff to prove both cause-in-fact and legal or proximate cause as to each joined claim. When the
allegations in such aggregated claims focus on use of a product, care should also be taken to determine
whether the plaintiff?s invocation of substantiality principles is, as a practical matter, an attempt to avoid
the need to identify the particular manufacturer alleged to have caused the harm or harms about which the
plaintiff complains. If so, the jurisdiction?s general position on alternate liability theories should logically be
the starting point for any determination as to appropriate burdens of proof.

Remoteness and Intervening Causes

The application of principles of remoteness and intervening or superseding causes, used to cut-off some
causes-in-fact from legal or proximate cause, is, generally a fact-sensitive inquiry.41
When the tort is nuisance, and the tortious conduct entails manufacture or sale of a product, then
application of these principles suggest that such product-focused claims should not sound in nuisance as a
general matter.42
As noted above, concepts of attenuation in the causal chain cutting off liability are often measured by
examining foreseeability. On the one hand, if the gravamen of the claim is that a product?s intended use is
harmful, then consumers? use of that product is not only foreseeable, but expected and desired. From this
perspective, the consumers? expected acts of usage should not be deemed intervening or superseding
causes cutting off liability for the manufacturer. On the other hand, if the product was legal and not
defective, and the manufacturer otherwise violated no duty to warn as developed in product liability law at
the time of manufacture and sale, then the foreseeability element would appear to be lacking. When the
harm causing the alleged nuisance arises from misuse of the product, e.g., illegal use of firearms or failure
to maintain lead paint, then such lack of foreseeability is only heightened.43 The analogy to discharge
cases in suits against manufacturers can also fail on this ground when the harm occurs from activities
occurring after the manufacturer has discharged its normal obligations of launching a non-defective
product into the stream of commerce.44
Perhaps for these reasons, courts addressing product-based public nuisance claims have discussed
remoteness concepts in terms of the general inappropriateness of nuisance causes of action against
manufacturers, and, more broadly, the need to limit the cause of action to clear and predictable parameters.
45 Producing a legal product is deemed an attenuated act cutting off liability as matter of law. When the
product was made and sold many years before any harm becomes known, the disconnect between the
manufacturer and the ultimate harm becomes even more acute.46
Hence, the multiple decisions rejecting a public nuisance claim against a product manufacturer based on
the fact that the manufacturer no longer controls the product47 can in some respects be viewed as a
proximate cause decision: the manufacturer is too remote from the injury directly caused by a discharge or
misuse of the product.48 Intrinsic in the fundamental elements of a public nuisance claim, with its focus on
abatement remedies, is the concept that those held liable should be the persons or entities which have
current possession over the offending property or substance.
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risk is a property of the studied population, not of an
individual's case." This type of procedure does not allow proof that a particular defendant's asbestos "really" caused a
particular plaintiff's disease; the only "fact" that can be proved is that in most cases the defendant's asbestos would have
been the cause. This is the inevitable consequence of treating discrete claims as fungible claims. Commonality among class
members on issues of causation and damages can be achieved only by lifting the description of the claims to a level of
generality that tears them from their substantively required moorings to actual causation and discrete injury. Procedures can
be devised to implement such generalizations, but not without
alteration of substantive principle.

We are told that Phase II is the only realistic way of trying these cases; that the difficulties faced by the courts as well as the rights of
the class members to have their cases tried cry powerfully for innovation and judicial creativity. The arguments are compelling, but
they are better addressed to the representative branches ? Congress and the State Legislature. The Judicial Branch can offer the trial
of lawsuits. It has no power or competence to do more. We are persuaded on reflection that the procedures here called for comprise
something other than a trial within our authority. It is called a trial, but it is not.

Id. at 711-712 (emphasis in original). See also Sw.Ref. Co. v. Bernal, 22 S.W.2d 3d 425, 427 (Tex. 2000) (rejecting dilution of
burdens of proof and defendant?s right to individualized analysis in mass tort context; ?The class action is a procedural device
intended to advance judicial economy by trying claims together that lend themselves to collective treatment. It is not meant to alter the
parties' burdens of proof, right to a jury trial, or the substantive prerequisites to recovery under a given tort.?)
40. Broussard v. Meineke Discount Muffler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331, 344 (4th Cir. 1998) (holding that class certification with trial of
fictional representative plaintiff denied defendants a fair trial). See also Agency for Health Care Administration v. Associated
Industries of Florida, Inc., 678 So.2d 3d 425, 437 (Fl. 1996) (striking down as denying the defendant a right to a fair trial a statute
providing that when the number of allegedly harmed individuals becomes so large so as to make joinder impracticable, the agency
pursuing redress need not identify the individuals).
41. Whether the jury or the court makes this determination may depend on the nature of the dispute. If the facts are undisputed, then,

proximate or legal cause limitations should apply. See Second Restatement of Torts, § 453. See generally Prosser & Keeton, § 45.
42. See supra n. 28.
43. See, e.g., District of Columbia v. Beretta, U.S.A. Corp, 872 A.2d 633, 646 (D.C. 2005) (rejecting public nuisance claim against gun
manufacturers; ?[t]he question ? is whether the District has sufficiently pleaded that cause of action [public nuisance], and the answer
depends critically on how prepared we are to loosen the tort from the traditional moorings of duty, proximate causation, foreseeability,
and remoteness that have made us reject the plaintiffs' claim of negligence. For the following reasons, we are not convinced that the
public nuisance cause of action the District alleges is sufficiently distinguishable from its negligence claim to justify a different result?);
People ex rel. Spitzer v. Sturm, Ruger & Co.,
309 A.D.2d 91, 761 N.Y.S.2d 192, leave to appeal denied, 100 N.Y.2d 514, 769 N.Y.S.2d 200, 801 N.E.2d 421 (2003) (to disregard
?the existence, remoteness, nature and extent of any intervening causes between defendants' lawful commercial conduct and the
alleged harm? would invite ?a flood of limitless, similar theories of public nuisance, not only against these defendants, but also
against a wide and varied array of other commercial and manufacturing enterprises and activities.? ) In re Lead Paint Litig., 191 N.J.
at 434, 924 A.2d at CITE (rejecting public nuisance claim against lead paint manufacturers; ?[a]lthough one might argue that the
product, now in its deteriorated state, interferes with the public health, one

cannot also argue persuasively that the conduct of defendants in distributing it, at the time when they did, bears the necessary link to
the current health crisis. Absent that link, the claims of plaintiffs cannot sound in public nuisance. Indeed, the suggestion that plaintiffs
can proceed against these defendants on a public nuisance theory would stretch the theory to the point of creating strict liability to be
imposed on manufacturers of ordinary consumer products which, although legal when sold, and although sold no more recently than
a quarter of a century ago, have become dangerous through deterioration and poor maintenance by the purchasers.?)
44. In discharge cases, the harm is typically caused by waste discharge, and not the initial manufacture of the product that eventually
transforms into waste. Thus even Superfund laws, while holding liable those who arrange for waste disposal, excludes the
manufacturer of the product that eventually turns into waste. See Pneumo Abex Corp. v. High Point, Thomasville & Denton R.R. Co.,
142 F.3d 769, 775-776 (4th Cir. 1998); AM Int?l, Inc. v. Int?l Forging Equip. Corp., 982 F.2d 989, 999 (6th Cir. 1993); Florida Power &
Light Co. v. Allis Chalmers Corp., 893 F.2d 1313, 1317 (11th Cir. 1990); Dayton Indep. Sch. Dist. v. U.S. Mineral Prods. Co., 906 F.2d
1059, 1065 (5th Cir. 1990); 3550 Stevens Creek Assocs. v. Barclays Bank of Cal., 915 F.2d 1355, 1361 (9th Cir. 1990). See generally
A. Topol and R. Snow, Superfund Law and Procedure, § 3:36 (2007) (collecting cases with discussion of the ?useful product?
doctrine exempting manufacturers from Superfund liability).
45. So, for example, the Rhode Island Supreme Court, in rejecting a public nuisance claim against lead pigment manufacturers based
on a holding that the common law requires the defendant to be in control of the harm-causing agent at the time the harm occurs,
noted, among other things that ?liability cannot be predicated upon a prior and remote cause which merely furnishes the condition or
occasion for an injury resulting from an intervening unrelated and efficient cause even though the injury would not have occurred but
for such condition or occasion.? State v. Lead Industries Ass?n, Docket No. 2004-63 MP at 32 (citation omitted). See also the module
?Public Nuisance: Defining the Tort,? by Richard Faulk, Section 3.d, ?Intervening Causes.?
46. See City of Chicago, 355 Ill.App.3d at 224, 823 N.E.2d at 139 (noting, in rejecting public nuisance claim against lead pigment
manufacturers, all of which stopped making their products by 1978, ?at some point along the causal chain, the passage of time and
the span of distance mandate a cut-off point for liability.?) (citation omitted)
47. E.g., Camden Cty Bd. Of Chosen Freeholders v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 273 F.3d 536, 539 (3d Cir. 2001) (firearms); City of
Bloomington v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 891 F.2d 611, 614 (7th Cir. 1989) (chemicals); State v. Lead Industries Ass?n, Docket No.
2004-63 MP at 4 (lead pigment); Corp. of Mercer Univ. v. Nat. Gypsum Co., No. 85-126-3-MAC, 1986 WL 12447, *6 (M.D. Ga. Mar.
91986) (asbestos). Even in the Love Canal case, a decision cited by plaintiffs seeking to analogize product claims to discharge claims
in the nuisance context, while the defendant did not control the contaminated property, it had contracted with the property owner to
dispose of the waste ? a connection which permits liability under statutory Superfund provisions. See State v. Schenectady Chems.
459 N.Y.S.2d 971, 974 (Sup. Ct. 1983).
48. See, e.g., City of Chicago v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 213 Ill.2d 351, 403, 821 N.E.2d 1099 (2005) (treating control element as one
factor in analyzing proximate cause).
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